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“If we were meant to stay in one place, we’d have roots instead of
feet.”~ Rachel Wolchin
Welcome to the Allegheny Mountain Chapter February thru July 2021 Newsletter. My apologies
for being unable to provide a newsletter at the end of April for everyone. Sometimes life just gets
in the way. I needed to prioritize my time, and knew the members of this fine chapter would give
me a pass, at least just this once. My name is Glenn Lynch, and I generate the Allegheny Mountain
Chapter’s Newsletter. I would appreciate your help with articles, pictures, or any miscellaneous
information that our motorcycle community should be aware of. If you have anything you would
like to add to the newsletter, please email me at panhead_48@comcast.net.

Newsletter
Editor
Note:
A big thank you to Todd Mickinak, Jason Zerbini, John Firetto and Karan Andrea for your
help with this newsletter!

President’s Message
President’s Message
Hello Allegheny Mountain Chapter Members,
I want to start out by saying thank you to all that attended the Spring Meeting at The Lamplighter
Restaurant, and thanks to Joe Ferri for handling all the arrangements to provide us a meeting room
and delicious brunch buffet. We had 46 members attend, most of which rode their old motorcycle
to the meeting. Since nearly everything was cancelled last year, it was the first meeting that we
had since November 2019.
We had a few new members join us for the first time, and we had old members who were catching
up. We discussed old business, current events, dues for 2021, and we discussed some ideas for
rides for the upcoming season. I brought along the remaining chapter T-shirts and leftover tees
from previous road runs, all are sold now! To wrap the meeting up, we had a brunch buffet waiting
for us that everyone seemed to enjoy. With business completed, and stomachs full, some of us
decided to take advantage of the beautiful spring day and we went for a ride afterwards.
As a riding chapter, we are really trying to stay “on the road”. In the beginning of June, 11
members met at Keystone State Park, and we retraced the route that we did on the Fall Ride last
year, and checked out a new Pub for lunch along the way. Look for e-mail communication from
Jason Zerbini as August has some interesting things on our ride schedule giving our chapter more
chances to get out and ride together. There is still a lot of time left if you would like to sponsor a
ride, just contact Jason Zerbini at jzriv@windstream.net, and he will add it to the event schedule.

Thanks again to Glenn Lynch for his efforts as Newsletter Editor. It takes a lot of effort to put our
newsletter together. Please help Glenn by sending him a story, event, or a picture of your bike or
project. Send any newsletter materials to panhead48@comcast.net for Glenn to add to our next
newsletter which will be coming out at the end of October.
Ride Safe and enjoy your summer,
Todd Mickinak
tmick55@gmail.com
724-396-1234
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Allegheny Mountain Chapter Spring Meeting (April 3)
The AMC spring chapter meeting was held on Saturday, April 3, 2021 at 11:30 a.m. at a new
location this year. The Lamplighter restaurant (6566 William Penn Hwy, Delmont) hosted our

chapter. Vice President, Joe Ferri arranged a private meeting room and a brunch buffet. I would
like to thank Joe Ferrie and his family for the facility and outstanding food that they served us!
I left my house for the spring meeting, and the temperature was 39 degrees and sunny. My
philosophy is, if it’s dry, let’s ride! So, off I go to the Allegheny Mountain Chapter’s Spring
Meeting. When I arrived, there were already a lot of bikes in the parking lot with more to come.
Before the meeting starts, everyone is talking about how their winter was, and how their projects
are going. We had a great turn out!
The meeting starts off with our leader, Chief Commander, and President, Todd Mickinak telling
us what to expect this upcoming riding season. He did a fabulous job with the details. After he
was done, he handed over the mic to our Vice President, Joe Ferri for a few words. Many of the
members had a chance to speak on various topics relevant to our chapter. Todd and Joe also talked
about getting ready for a National Road Run that might take place in 2023. I’m sure we will hear
more about that at the fall meeting in November.
After the meeting, we had an outstanding brunch buffet. After brunch, I was doing cartwheels out
to the parking lot to go for a ride. It was chilly with beautiful blue skies, just what the doctor
ordered. We ended up at one of our favorite watering holes to solve the world’s problems.

Perkiomen Chapter National Meet - Oley, PA (April 23-24)
Let me state that the Oley (Perkiomen Chapter) swap meet is my favorite out of all the meets.
Nearly any direction you arrive from to reach the small town of Oley, the ride will most certainly
be beautiful. The old villages of Southeastern Pennsylvania, settled by German Immigrants in the
early 1700’s, contain surviving-period stone houses and original hardwood barns that continue to
be frozen in time.
The weather was beautiful for a spring swap meet. The vendors with their table of parts were lined
up as far as you could see. On their tables were miscellaneous parts and a few bikes for sale. If
you get bored looking for parts, then get on your antique bike and explore the beautiful countryside
that this special place has to offer.
On the last day of the swap meet is judging day. I love this day because that is when some special
bikes come out to get judged. You really get to see some unique antique bikes!

AMC June Club Ride
The meeting point was Keystone State Park, near New Alexandria. The ride was approximately
86 miles with a lunch stop at Pops Pub and Grub Inn on Route 30 in Laughlintown. Being the
goal is to get out and ride, and without much time for planning, it was decided that it would be fun
to just recreate last year’s fall run. It was a beautiful ride enjoyed by all.

Wauseon National Meet - Wauseon, OH (July 16-18)
Wauseon National Antique Motorcycle Meet held every year at the Fulton County Fairgrounds
was a wet one. The theme this year was three-wheeler bikes. Now I didn’t make it to this year’s
swap meet, but I heard that it rained the entire time. That didn’t stop the brave men and women
looking for that special part. Who knows, they may be looking for that special antique motorcycle.
It doesn’t matter, rain or shine, you can still have a great time looking for parts, looking for
something to eat and drink, or just looking for an old friend to talk to. Either way, it was a good
time for everyone!

Yellowstone Chapter National Road Run - Billings, MT (July 21-23)
Jerry Christ, John Firetto, and myself just got back from the Yellowstone Chapter’s Road Run that
took place in Billings, Montana. Before the road run started we drove to Glacier National Park to
ride the Going-to-the-Sun Road. What I heard about Glacier National Park and how beautiful it
is, was an understatement. It was so breath-takingly and unbelievably beautiful. So much so, that
I am having a hard time finding a word or words to describe this majestic place.
When we arrived at Glacier, we checked into our accommodation, The Glacier Vista Motel. The
location was fantastic, 50 yards away was the entrance to the park. After check-in, we unloaded
the bikes and off we went into the park.
This year anyone wanting to go onto the Going-to-the-Sun Road had to have a special pass to get
onto the road. No pass, no getting on. Acquiring this special pass is a story all on it’s own. Crazy!
So, I started kicking my bike, and on the second kick it came to life while Jerry and John had a
hard time pushing the start button on their bikes. (At times, I am jealous that I don’t have that little
button..)
Well anyway, all bikes are running, and we head to Glacier National Park. When we arrived, I
thought the park was closed because there wasn’t any traffic at the gates. I pulled up to the gate
and handed my two passes to the park ranger, and off we went. The Going-to-the-Sun Road is 51
miles from the west entrance to the east entrance. We decided since there is hardly any traffic,
that we would ride up and stop at a few pull-offs and take pictures. We couldn’t get enough of
this place, so we kept riding until it got dark, then decided to get dinner at this cool little restaurant
right outside of the park. That night while having a beer or two, we talked about how amazing
that road truly is.
The next morning we started all over again, up and over the Road-to-the-Sun, over and over again.
I don’t know how anyone could possibly get tired riding that road. Just amazing!
That night after dinner we decided to load the bikes in the trailer before we started drinking again.
We had to get up early the next morning to head back to Billings, Montana for the start of the
Yellowstone Chapter’s Road Run, so we behaved with only a few beers consumed.
The check-in day was Tuesday, and that night they had a welcome dinner for all the participants
at the Beartooth Harley Davidson. The next morning was the first day of the road run. It was a
hot day of riding, at nearly 100 degrees. We had a wonderful day riding the plains of Montana.
The next day they had us riding to Red Lodge Montana. The start of the Beartooth Highway.
What a treat that is! This road climbs over 10,000 feet with breath-taking views in every direction.
The little town of Red Lodge is a pretty cool little town. I liked it a lot! The next day was the

opposite direction of the previous day. Going up and over the Beartooth Highway never gets old,
trust me! That night we had a fabulous farewell banquet dinner for all the riders and passengers.
The dinner was delicious! Just outstanding! They made a few announcements, and one in
particular blew me away. The announcement was that the Allegheny Mountain Chapter had the
most participants to attend their road run with eleven in total. We beat all the other chapters out
west! Well that is it - What a trip it was!

A big congratulations goes out to Joann Spagnolli for conquering the Going-To-The-Sun Road in
Glacier National Park.

Beartooth:

Member Article
Submitted by: Karan Andrea
A Week in the Life of a ‘40U:
or… How the right mechanic can save you from yourself.
In October 2019, I bought a Harley Davidson 1940 Model U with the hopes of converting it to 12
volt, and setting it up so that I could compete with it in the Cross Country Chase, which was
originally scheduled to run in September of 2021. Then covid hit, the Chase and the Cannonball
were both postponed, or something – no one really knew anything, because we were all at the
mercy of the quarantine.
I did a lot of work to the ’40 over that time, but when it came time to try starting it, it just wouldn’t
start and run consistently. At that point I knew I was well over my head, and needed to find
someone who would feel sorry enough for me to help me get the bike set up and dialed in. After
asking around, I connected with Willie Kiefert (Willie’s R&R Service, West Bend, WI). I am
forever grateful to his wife, BettyJo for urging me to call and talk to him. He agreed to let me bring
my bike in, and let me work side by side with him so that I could learn more of what I needed to
know to ride and maintain this bike. We agreed on a date – he gave me a full week of his time – I
rented a cargo van, and off I went... Lancaster, NY to West Bend, WI is 668 miles, 10-1/2 hours.
This is my ‘diary’ of the week at Willie’s R&R Service. Initially FaceBook posts that I have edited
together.
Day 1:
Holy smoke show batman!! So much done on the bike today! Where do I even begin? Willie had
already gone over the bike when I got there this morning. I dropped it off last night when I got in.
Verified the battery was crap. He went through the wiring and made some suggestions on how to
accomplish the same thing I was going for, in a much simpler way.
He got the twin leading shoe rear brake installed, and in so doing, corrected hardware and
installation of the rear crash bar and luggage rack. Also had to do a little bit of massaging to get
the brake linkage to hook up correctly.
He had me pull the carb, walked me through disassembling it, and I cleaned all the parts, blasted
the float bowl, and we reassembled it together - less me, more him.
We reinstalled the carb, and Willie noticed that the support bracket was wrong, so he replaced that
- more massaging of bolt holes.

Willie found the advance/retard cable, which I thought had been completely removed from the
bike. It was only disconnected at the distributor, and had been ziptied underneath the frame. That
will prove useful tomorrow.
In prepping for tomorrow, he tested the coil and plug wires. Coil was good, plug wires were bad.
I knew they were. I just had a feeling those plug wires weren't right. So there is one big component
in the ignition system that wasn't right. The crap battery is another. The gunky carb and float bowl
setting also contributed. I am glad that we are making progress and actually finding concrete issues
that - added up - would make the bike difficult to start.
Tomorrow, we sort out the electrical situation and tackle the electronic ignition.
I am tired, and happy, and I had the best time today. I learned a lot, I did a lot, and I can't wait to
go back!

Figure 1 We dug right in - took the rear wheel off to install the twin leading shoe brake.

Figure 2 My post it sign - NO OIL. Can't be too careful. Another post it warns - DO NOT
START.

Figure 3 The rear wheel getting its brakes massaged.

Figure 4 Rear wheel and brake all back on the bike.

Day 2:
Another crazy productive day. I finally tackled tappet adjustment successfully with Willie's
coaching, while he made new plug wires. He set the timing on the bike and installed the electronic
ignition. I switched from the V-Tronic that I had attempted to install, to a QuickStart 2000 ignition
that Willie has used himself, and installed in many bikes with great results. It was far simpler to
install, and easier for me to understand, so we went with it.
We also fished the advance/retard cable back to where it belonged, and Willie routed it, added the
brackets needed, and hooked it up.
Then Willie rerouted the wiring that was going to the battery box. I never liked how I had that
done, but I couldn't come up with an alternative. When the coil was off, Willie pointed out that my
frame is later, so we could mount a terminal board behind the coil, like pans and shovels have, and
we could relocate the wiring to there. I loved the idea, so he had an old board that I media blasted
and painted. Relined it and put new posts in it. He went to town wiring it in while I was working
on the tappets and doing other stuff.

New battery went in, a little restyling in the battery box to snug the smaller battery in, and a little
mod on the battery cover to prevent it from slicing the power wire - that would suck…
At the end of the day, everything worked, no smoke show. Calling it a win!
We have a list of stuff to take care of tomorrow, and with luck, we should be able to start the bike.
Fingers crossed.

Figure 5 Electronic ignition top view.

Figure 6 Ignition in and tappets adjusted.

Figure 7 Grip off, checking and lubing the advance/retard cable.

Figure 8 The terminal box we added to simplify the wiring to the battery.
After this, some of the wires ended up getting relocated or eliminated, so
it is even cleaner.

Figure 9 We installed a terminal box behind the coil and put
the rogue wiring connections there instead of where I had
them. Much better.

Figure 10 The terminal box allowed a cleaner battery box situation.

Day 3:
Day 3, part 1. We started by knocking out some little stuff with the end goal of starting the bike.
Oil, check primary and drive chains, blast sparkplugs and gap them - all that stuff... By midmorning, we were ready to gas up and start the bike.

This of course was totally Willie Kiefert's department. He got the beast started, adjusted the carb,
and took the little red smoke show down the road. He was pleased with the bike. Said it ran and
shifted good, and starts easily. Which brings us to…
Day 3, part 2. Willie was just getting ready to show me how to start the bike when it blew the
main fuse. Sooooo.... Lesson delayed, we rolled the bitchy little thing back into the shop, back on
the lift, up in the air, and spent the rest of the day chasing rogue electrons. We found a couple
surprise parasitic drains - one was the USB adapter I was using to power my phone/GPS. Once we
found it, that was an easy fix. I just have to set it up so that I can easily unplug the adapter when I
park the bike. That is no big deal.
The other was the turn signal module. That was surprising. We will have to call the manufacturer
tomorrow - their tech line was closed by the time we figured it out. It should be zero draw, so
hopefully the one I have is defective, and they will send me another one. That is also a simple fix.
The last issue we have is with the regulator. Willie called Cycle Electric to see if they had the
generator I needed on the shelf there. They did, but their UPS pickup was, according to the person
he spoke with, in about 20 minutes, and he still had to helicoil it before he sent it out. He said he
would try his best to get it out to us UPS Red that day. If we are lucky, there should be a new one
at the shop mid-morning tomorrow, and we can swap that out. I am hoping we do get it, because I
do not want to do that swap by myself at home. I put the first one in and it was simply not fun.
Especially considering I didn’t have the heated shop I have now, so I was working on the bike in
my living room with no lift or floor jack.
But… all in all, another really productive day! I have never actually seen that bike move under
power, so that was cool.
Tomorrow is another day, and hopefully we will get to the point where I can at least learn / try to
start the bike myself.
Day 4:
There is a dude at Cycle Electric who deserves a bonus today. He was able to get my replacement
generator together, packed and overnighted to us yesterday. It showed up in UPS this morning,
and we had the old one out and the new one on by noon.
Willie moved the power wire from my turn signal module to a different ignition position to
eliminate the power draw. I didn't have a problem with the module when I put it on my shovels
because it was in line with the turn signals, which are on an accessory position. So I didn't think
about that when I wired this one in. Simple fix.

Once we got the new generator in and the module wires moved - no more power draw!
On the test ride yesterday, Willie felt like the rear brake might be glazed, so we pulled that back
apart and scuffed the drum and pads. Hopefully that will create a bit more stopping power. In the
process of reinstalling the rear wheel, he took a closer look at my chain. It was pretty well shot, so
off it came, and he put a spanky new one on.
Buttoned up the battery box and dash, and rolled the bike outside for the final tweak. The kickstand
kept the bike too upright, so every time I would try to kick it, it felt like the bike was going to tip
over to the right. Actually it wasn’t a feeling – the bike would jerk precariously to the right. I am
nervous enough about learning to kick this bike, but when it wants to fall on top of me while I am
trying to kick it, that is not the best feeling in the world. Willie got his torch out and bent the
kickstand back to where it belonged, so now the bike sits the way it should, and I can stand on the
kicker and the bike stays put.
Tomorrow, a final test ride and then hopefully I can start getting the hang of kicking the bike. It
will be my last day here, so we will load up the little red smoke show, and I will be east bound and
down.

Figure 11 The empty cavity where the old generator was, and the replacement is going.
Day 5:
This morning I woke up with a splitting headache - guess I was pretty tired from the week. I packed
up, checked out and headed over to Willie's. We loaded up the flattie, and had a bit of a chat. I had

a couple final questions, and I wanted to take some notes. I didn’t honestly feel like trying to kick
the bike when my head was pounding, which is unfortunate, but I will figure it out. The good part
is that now, I know the bike is dialed in, and it will start and run. So it is up to me to learn to start
it.
This was probably one of the best weeks of my life, which either says a great deal about how much
fun I had, or indicates how lame my life is! Totally kidding. I was actually a little weepy because
I didn't want to leave, but it was time to go east bound and down. Long day to cap off a long week
of work. I got home to NY just before 1 a.m. Here are a couple final shots of the now finished
smoke show just before we pulled her off the lift.

Figure 12 All set to go in the van.

Figure 13 Just waiting for her big exit.

Member Article
Submitted by: Karan Andrea
Playing with Prototypes: Saddlebag Tool Storage
Karan Andrea
The Roadrunner Chapter of the AMCA had planned a killer run out of Kanab, UT for June 2020,
but with all the covid restrictions, their run was postponed to this June. I was registered for that
run, and I am looking forward to (finally) being able to do a pretty nice little cross-country ride.
From my home in Western New York to Kanab, Utah – no interstates – is just under 2,500 miles
one way.

My plan is to take my 1974 FLH, which I affectionately called the Atomic Shovel, because of all
the space age style doo-dads it sports. As of this writing, the bike is still at a shop where it got a
fresh motor rebuild, new clutch, new ignition, and most likely some tranny work as well. I truly
squeezed the last 3,000 miles of life out of it during the summer of 2019. So, plan A is taking the
’74 Atomic Shovel out to Utah and back. If for some reason the bike isn’t ready, plan B is taking
my ’73 FLH, which I worked on most of the winter, making it a road-ready travel bike.
Part of prepping these bikes for a 5,000 mile trip to Utah, is figuring out how to carry tools. Even
though both bikes will have fresh drive trains, I am taking tools. They are still shovelheads, they
still have the inherent vibration that shakes everything from dental work to motor mounts loose,
and the only defense is a set of well-stocked saddlebags. Each bike presents its own challenges on
that front.
When I traveled on the ‘74 in 2019, tool storage in the bubble bags was quite the challenge. They
are a funky shape, and I hated that the tool rolls were bouncing around in the bottom of the bags,
which are somewhat fragile. Worse yet, when I did have to work on the bike, I would have to
unpack BOTH bags to get at all the tools I needed.
There had to be a better way....
Riding the ’73 last season – even locally – was frustrating because it had no saddlebags, no nothing.
It was a beautiful bike, and if all I was going to do with it was sit and look at it, I would have left
it be. However, I bought it to ride, so I added saddlebags, a luggage rack and converted it back to
a pogo-style seat. Just for funsies, I rewired probably 90% of the bike, added conveniences like a
12v port to power my phone for GPS, and replaced the ridiculous over-baffled pipes with true
duals.
But what to do about tools…
This was often in my last thoughts before I went to sleep – yes, I truly am that nerdy. Ideally, I
wanted the bike to take the weight of the tools, rather than the saddlebags. I came up with the
concept of hanging, or storing the tools vertically against the inside of the bag, putting the weight
more or less on the side of the bag that attached to the fender strut. That would keep the saddlebag
from having to support all of the actual tool weight. The added bonus was that I would have more
functional space for all the other things I normally cram in my bags – a couple packing cubes of
smaller tools, electrical and hose repair, zip ties, extra nuts and bolts for when the ones on the bike
fall off – plus rain gear – all that. And I would be able to access pretty much anything easily enough
without having to unpack or rearrange.

I did the ’73 bags first. They are leather, and fairly small at 11” x 10” x 4”. I pulled all the tools
that, in my perfect world would go with me on that bike, and then I started arranging them. I had
already figured out that I was going to try using a thick plastic as my base material, so this was a
trial run to see what would and wouldn’t work.
My materials:
·
HDPE marine grade plastic 1/4" thick
·
Chicago screws 1/4"
·
Velcro cable ties
·
1" wide velcro
·
Bucket Boss wrench roll
·
Various materials on hand for wider retaining bands and pouches
Below are photos of what I came up with for the ’73. Nothing has been road tested yet, so I figure
I will have some tweaking to do once tools meet shovel shake, but overall, I am pretty confident
that this will work well.

I was pretty pleased with the way these tool holders worked out – they are very crude, but
functional, and I won’t have to unpack both bags to get to my wrenches.
Given my (perceived) success with those bags, I moved on to the bags for the ’74. Those are B&B
Reproduction bubble bags – absolutely beautiful bags that are the most difficult things to pack
efficiently because of their super cool deco/space age shape. I had to take a very different approach
on these bags, but it seems to have worked – at least in theory. I won’t know till I get the bike
back, get the bags mounted, and do some test miles.
Having already tackled this job once, I found what I thought were some better strategies for
securing the tools, so I tried them out on these bags, and I took advantage of the arched top and
made an insert that will hold all the longer tools that won’t fit in the bags themselves.
I started by tracing one bag on cardboard, checking the pattern and then cutting it again out of
plastic. I was able to use the same pattern for both bags although the left and right bags are slightly
different.

Here is how it all came out:

Member Article
Submitted by: Karan Andrea
Shovelhead Reunion, Milwaukee, WI, 2021
Or a Tale of Two Shovels
Back in early spring, I got a call from Marjorie Kleiman – a photojournalist currently working for
Cycle Source magazine and Source Media. She asked if I was planning to go to the Shovelhead
Reunion in Milwaukee. I had been considering it, but since I was doing the Utah road run late
May/early June, and this event was late June, I hadn’t really made up my mind. But she said, “I
was wondering if you were going because I am covering it for Cycle Source, and I want to take
my shovel, and I know you have tools and can fix things.” Well, I DO have tools. I may not always
be able to fix stuff, but if I find someone who can, I probably have the required tools. So I figured
what the hell. I was thinking of going, and it would be fun to ride with Marjorie. Why not?
Fast forward… we planned to meet up just outside Toledo, OH, and ride to Milwaukee together
from there. I rolled in to the hotel and Marjorie Kleiman had already landed. Apparently, her arrival
was quite dramatic – smoke AND fire! So who’s the smoke show now?! At first, she thought the
regulator wires had arced and burned up the rubber boot that goes into the primary, so, upon advice
she had been given, we went about repairing it at least well enough to keep her rolling.
I had to go pick up some brakleen, sandpaper, to clean the pins, and was lucky enough to find pins
if we needed to replace the originals… Which we did. I was carefully cleaning one of the pins with
the sandpaper, and the wire was so fragile from being burnt, that it broke off in my hand.
So with Marjorie’s permission, I snipped the wires back to where they were pliable and soldered
on new pins. Except…. When we went to test the regulator, there was a nasty red glow coming
from the stator. Sooooo at this point, it was safe to say the stator was toast, and it was after 5:00
p.m., so all the local shops were closed for the evening.

Toasty wires!
The following day, Marjorie set about finding a local shop, with the parts, and the time to fix her
bike so she could still get to Milwaukee before the Reunion event began. While she was working
on that, she asked me to repair her GPS wiring because one of the wires had broken loose, which
I did.
Since I wasn’t any help in terms of fixing the stator, Marj told me to go on ahead to Milwaukee. I
knew she had things handled, but I still felt bad leaving. But she shooed me out of the parking lot!
About an hour later, I saw a text come across from her that she found parts and a shop, so she was
soon to be all good. Yes! I continued on to Muskegon, MI, where I was to board the Lake Express
Ferry to Milwaukee, WI. About 60 miles out of Muskegon, it started to rain heavily – a theme
which began on my Utah run, and continued through this entire trip.
The ferry… Oh. My. God. When I strapped my bike down, there was really only one way to do it,
and I didn’t like it at all. In the front, one strap was touching the bottom of my windshield, and in
the back, both straps were touching my turn signals. Nothing I could change to reroute them. So I
simply walked away and prayed the entire two hours that my bike wouldn’t be ripped apart.
The lake was super choppy, and the ferry pitched and rolled so bad they were handing out antinausea meds. It was bad. But I am the luckiest person on the planet. No damage to my bike. None.
I breathed a huge sigh of relief, and headed to my hotel for a very hot shower. Yay. More water…
The next day, I visited Chris Tribbey at his bar – Nick’s Anvil Inn. We visited for a couple hours,
and then I met up with Mid-Ohio chapter member Tara Lynch, who had planned to ride her new-

to-her ’69 FLH, until it revealed generator problems, so she drove her ‘janky van’ instead! Either
way, it was great to see her.
Not long after, Marjorie arrived after riding all day in rain, and then surviving a pitchy ferry ride
as well. She is a trooper though. We grabbed a late dinner and then headed out to the Bad Moon
Saloon, where the shovel festivities were still going.

The Atomic Shovel in front of Nick’s Anvil
Inn.

L to R: Me, Marjorie Kleiman and Tara
Lynch at the Bad Moon Saloon

The following day was the actual reunion event. It began at the museum with a ride to Franklin
Beer Garden at Croatian Park, in Franklin, WI. Unfortunately, the weather forecast for the entire
weekend had loads of rain in it, so the turn out was very light. I chose not to ride that day, and
instead rode with Tara in the van. After the relentless days of rain I had already ridden through on
the Utah trip, and because my rain gear wasn’t keeping me dry, I was just over it.
By some fluke, the rain did actually hold off, and the bikes that did come out were super cool.
There was a group of riders who came in from Puerto Rico, and their bikes were gorgeous. Sadly
I have no photos of any of their bikes because on the way home, my phone mount broke, and my
phone, which was running GPS for me, did this crazy jiggle dance, leapt in the air and swan dived
across my bike from right to left, crashing, bouncing, and rolling in the middle of the highway. It
happened so fast, I hadn’t a prayer of catching it. The entire cell phone pirouette was pretty
spectacular; however, in that split second, I was tee-totally screwed. Lost all my photos from Utah
and this event. I have recovered some of them, but not many.
The following day, we had to say good bye to Tara and her janky van, and then we met up with
Vicki and Tony Pan Safelipo, and rode a bit with them. They were both excited and prepping for
the Chase. Tony is riding in it, and Vicki is providing medical support.
Later we met up with Milwaukee Mike Johnston, and he gave us a really cool tour of Milwaukee
– native-style.

L to R: Me, Tony Pan Sanfelipo, Marjorie Kleiman. Photo: Vicki Sanfelipo
The next day’s ride toward home was quite the adventure. I was still having the electrical problems
with my bike that had begun plaguing me on my Utah trip, except they were getting worse and
more frequent. We ran into rain in Michigan, and Marjorie’s turn signals stopped working. So we
were a pair!
After the rain let up, we hauled butt, and made it as far as Ann Arbor, when the sky got heavy with
some angry looking dementor clouds, so we pulled off for gas and decided to park it for the night.
It was getting on to twilight, and we still hadn’t eaten much since breakfast. We found a hotel, and
hauled butt again to beat the rain.
On the way, my bike went into a full stall. I was in 3rd, bumped to 2nd, popped the clutch, nope.
Bumped to 1st, popped the clutch, and oh buddy, the Atomic disaster got super squirrely! Oops!
But I hung with it and kept going. I was probably lucky the pavement was still wet. If it had been
dry, that rear tire might have grabbed too hard, and I might not have been able to save from
dumping it.

Photo: Marjorie Kleiman

Shocking… more rain. Not pleased with the
latest weather developments.

The next morning was bright and sunny in Ann Arbor. Hot and quite muggy. We thought there
might be rain in our future, so we were planning to gear up first thing, just ‘cuz. But it was like a
sauna when we went outside, and the first thing I did was peel off all of my not-so-waterproof gear
so I could breathe. Marjorie hadn’t geared up yet, so she re-thought that whole strategy too. We
had already gassed up the night before, so we were ready to hit the road.
Today we were only going to be riding about 100 or so miles together because I peeled off on I90 toward Buffalo, while she remained on I-80 to head toward Jersey.
Right off the bat, my GPS took us past the highway we knew we were supposed to take, and after
a quick conference, we decided to turn around and go back to it, since her GPS was saying to do
so. It wasn’t until we hit the on ramp that we realized that my GPS was taking us around a bumperto-bumper ‘destruction’ zone. After a few minutes of clutch, clutch, clutch, we headed for the
shoulder and rolled past most of it in nothing flat. YES!
So finally past that, we were cruising. Until….. the universe was clearly not ready to let Marjorie
and I off the hook so easily. About 20 miles south of Ann Arbor is where my phone mount broke.
I pulled to the shoulder, with Marjorie pulling in behind me – she had also witnessed the
spectacular dance across the highway. I hopped off the bike – leaving it running because it actually
was, for the moment, running perfectly, and I didn’t want to jinx it by turning it off – and walked
back to where the phone, rather, the pieces of it, were lying smashed and sad in the middle of the
highway. I collected the biggest pieces, and walked back to Marjorie.
I kind of felt like I wanted to cry, but I just hugged Marj, and she said, “so I guess I’ll lead.” We
laughed and that was that! Now THAT’S a road buddy!

Photo: Marjorie Kleiman
Off we went again – me staring at the broken mount where my phone has lived for almost 10,000
miles on that bike, and Marj doggedly leading us on. Our next gas stop was our last stop together.
Back on 80/90 east, we rode together until I peeled off on 90 east. It was hot as blazes – even the
air was hot – it felt like I was riding in a blast furnace. I made good time, and was hauling through
Cleveland in no time at all. Still beautiful blue skies, fluffy white clouds and HOT sun…
unnnnnnnntilllllll… about 30 miles east of Cleveland, I hit rain.
However, THIS rain I was grateful for. The air cooled, clouds came out of nowhere, there were a
few bolts of lightning, and this lovely, gentle rain. I kept riding. No way was I going to try to fend
off the water. It felt soothing after I had been sweatin’ like Nixon again today.
I did run through a heavier patch of rain, but by some miracle, the anti-fog wipe Marj had given
me earlier actually worked, and I could SEE! So I just kept rolling. Feeling the rain water soaking
through my clothes, and knowing that it would keep me cool long after I rode out of the storm,
which it did, indeed.
All this time, my bike was running pretty well. It pitched a small fit after the first gas stop, but
smoothed out. It did that pretty much the rest of the ride. Long periods of happy bike punctuated
with small fits. Far better than the previous day’s miserable bratty behavior.
I closed in on home, and decided that I had better go to Verizon to see about my phone before I
even went to the house. Apparently I was intelligent enough to let them talk me into insuring that
phone when I got it – I have NEVER insured a phone before, but you can bet I will from now on!
I got the replacement phone the very next day.

As per usual with the Atomic Shovel, she gets me home and then hangs her tongue out and dies. I
struggled to get her started at the Verizon store, and she stalled about 5 times on the way home. I
had to keep the throttle going at stops, which was kind of interesting, trying to come to some sort
of stop whilst keeping the revs high. But she got me home.
Marjorie arrived safely at her home in New Jersey a few hours later. She had a much longer ride.
She did 14 hours in the saddle, 582 miles. She hit road destruction, and I believe rain as well, but
she, and her ’82 FXRS she calls Foxy Lady, got home together.
Just like the Utah trip, this one was full of crazy obstacles, and challenges, but being able to share
all of it with Marjorie and Tara Lynch, meeting Vicki Roberts-Sanfelipo, Tony Pan, and
Milwaukee Mike, seeing Chris Tribbey and so many other people, just made my heart happy. I
would never know any of these fabulous people if I had never thrown a leg over a bike and
imagined I could ride it.

AMCA 2021 National Road Runs / Save the Date
Roosevelt Chapter National Road Run – September 7-9
Detroit Lakes, MN
www.amcarc.org
Blue Ridge Chapter National Road Runt – September 20-22
Northwest, NC
(828) 234-3936
www.blueridgeamca.org

AMCA 2021 National Meets / Save the Date
Yankee Chapter National Meet – August 6-7
Terryville, CT
(203) 675-4894
www.yankeechapter.org
Chesapeake Chapter National Meet – October 1-2
Upperco, MD
(410) 258-5457
www.ccamca.org

Other Important Dates
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-
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Information provided by Jason Zerbini via email:
Final Reminder for the Brews Bands and Bikes VII show coming up Saturday Aug 7th (See
attachment) on Courthouse Square in Mercer PA, from 11:00 to 5:00. Chapter member Paul
Greenwood coordinates the bike show portion of the event which is well organized attracting
antique bikes from around the area both AMC chapter and non-chapter folks as well and of course
there are many spectators. Contact Paul with any questions that aren’t covered on the attached
event
flyer.
Panheadpaul48@gmail.com

Rock
Run
IV,
Latrobe,
PA
(Todd and Sandy Mickinak along with Todd’s Father)
Information

provided

by

Jason

-

Zerbini

August

via

15th

email:

Todd and Sandy Mickinak along with Todd’s dad have put together a ride/lunch for Sunday
August 15th. This will be similar to Rock Run III in 2019. Those who attended will agree it’s a
fabulous run and his dad will graciously host a lunch for us after the ride at his Spectacular (with
a capital S) home.

PLEASE if you plan on coming, shoot Todd an email ASAP at tmick55@gmail.com so he and
Sandy can get an idea how much food will be needed.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●

Date and Time – Sunday August 15h 2021 10:00 AM
Location – 305 Unity Cemetery Road Latrobe, Pa. 15650 (Todd’s Dad’s Place)
Trailer Parking – Yes Plenty
Gas close by for those who need to fill up before departure
Arrive by 10:00AM - Departing at 10:30
The basic route will be heading north on 819 to Saltsburg on 286, up to 56 across to
Armagh then down to 711 and back Rt.30
Gas stop/break in Armagh about 50 miles in route.
95 miles on scenic smooth roads. Approximately 2 hours and 45 minutes to 3 hours
Returning to meeting place. The After Hour’s Bar and Patio for a picnic lunch. Any
spouse that would rather not ride can come and hang out on the patio with Sandy. It’s
not necessary but if anyone wants to bring a side dish, contact Todd and Sandy.
If you have never been to the After Hours Bar, you will not want to miss it. Matter of
fact….Even if you have been there you won’t want to miss it.
Specific questions: contact Todd at tmick55@gmail.com

Tiki
Bar
(Jim Graulty)
River
&
Andy Lindsay

Run,

Ridge

Ride

Finleyville,
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AMC Traditional Fall Ride - October 9
AMC Fall Meeting - November 6
AMC Christmas Party - December 4
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-
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Membership
Like all clubs, our membership is important. Please help spread the word for our organization.
Post events on your Facebook accounts, and talk with other antique motorcycle owners. We
encourage all our members to be active within our organization.
Please follow our Facebook account Allegheny Mountain Chapter AMCA, and share our posts
with your Facebook friends.

Allegheny Mountain Chapter
Wants You!
Showcased Motorcycle
Showcased motorcycle owned by John Firetto
1965 FLH Panhead
John restored this bike a few years ago. He wanted to restore a Panhead since he was 18 years old.
He bought every book he could find on the subject and studied.
Looks like John knows what he’s doing! Well done!

Tech Tip
Submitted by Jason Zerbini:

LED SEALED BEAM HEADLAMP - 48 INDIAN CHIEF
Even though I try to keep my 48 Indian original-appearing, I wanted to improve the amount of
light from the headlamp even if it meant sacrificing appearance. Furthermore, my bike had an
original 7” sealed beam GE4030 which are not reproduced and have become very difficult to find
so I wanted to remove and preserve it. I like to run the light in the daytime as well for safety and
with today's distracted drivers, wanted something more attention getting. I rarely ever intentionally
go for a ride at night but seeing as how I don’t own a modern bike, when out on those beautiful
summer afternoon and evenings enjoying a long ride or stopping to eat at a restaurant, darkness
sneaks up pretty quick and too often I found myself feeling my way home with a marginal lighting
navigating through heavy deer infested territory.
The bike is still running the 6 volt system. I considered converting to 12 volt for brighter light but
the 6 volt arrangement has served me well since I converted to an electronic voltage regulator and
Shorai Lithium-Iron battery in 2013. Unless you just fell off the back of a turnip truck, you know
the rapid progress in LED lighting technology has been a huge game changer in many aspects of
daily life. Vintage vehicles were not left out. There are various suppliers catering to the vintage
automobile hobby and some of that technology can be adapted to motorcycles. There are an
increasing number of suppliers who cater to the antique motorcycle hobby.
I frequent the AMCA forum and ran across an older post from PRG (Peter G) mentioning a 7”
sealed beam LED headlamp was available for 6 volt systems through a company called “Vintage
Car LEDS”. I checked out the website and learned they had recently released a new improved 6
volt version model VC6V. This lamp has hi and low beam and is plug-n-play meaning it will fit
the original housing and plug in with the original 3 prong wiring connector. One thing I was
concerned about is that many of the modern LED headlamps have an ultra hi-tech looking lens
that would be grossly out of place on a 72 year old machine. Fortunately, Vintage Car LEDS offers
3 different lens options and the standard lens most closely mimics the original lens. The trained
eye can still tell it’s a modern lamp but it’s not that obvious to most.
Last year, after a few weeks of contemplating if I would be happy with results after spending $150
on a headlight, I finally decided to bite the bullet and try it. The install was simple. Anxious to test
it out I found the lamp would flicker and not light. Thinking maybe it was defective, I called the
company and they said check the voltage at the headlamp connection, it’s probably under 6 volts.
Sure enough, even though I have a running voltage of 7.2, by the time it went through the ignition
switch and wiring connections I ended up with 5.4 volts at the lamp. The lamp requires at least 6.3
volts to operate correctly and 7.2 volts for maximum brightness. The good old original
incandescent bulb didn’t care about reduced voltage. Testing showed most of the voltage drop was
in the ignition switch. After replacing the switch and cleaning up and tightening other connections

I got the voltage at the headlamp connector to 6.9 volts and the lamp started working. So as a
result, I learned this LED lamp is a great “continuity tester” for the bikes wiring system.
Time for a test drive on a dark moonless night. The difference in visibility is incredible. It’s hard
to believe that much light comes from a 6 volt system. In the daytime the LED lamp really shines
as it has a white retina searing intensity even in bright sun which is especially good when riding
alone. And perhaps just as much benefit as brighter light is that its power consumption is
approximately a 50% reduction. High beam is 3.6amp vs 6.6amp on the original GE4030. As we
know, reducing load on these older charging systems is always a good thing. After running the
light all last riding season, I am very happy with the investment. I would not suggest converting to
this lamp for 6 volt systems unless you are confident in your charging system that it puts out a
constant 7 or more volts. Of course, they have lamps for 12 volt systems as well.
For more information google “Vintage Car LEDs”. Another supplier is LEDlight.com and they
specialize more on the actual replacement bulbs vs a sealed beam to convert existing incandescent
bulbs to LED for various applications in 6 and 12 volt. Only time will tell if the headlamp will
hold up to the vibration but the critical components are embedded in a material that makes them
highly resistant to dust, shock, and water. I plan to get the same VC6V sealed beam for the recently
acquired 64 Duo-Glide but as has been the case with many parts and supplies due to Covid,
currently the lamps are out of stock with no arrival date.
For the tail light I have tried a couple different 6 volt LED bulbs but they are only a tad brighter.
This is because the sealed beam is engineered with a reflector and lens that magnify/boost the
beam pattern vs putting a LED bulb in an old incandescent designed housing and reflector.
I didn’t get “before” pics but attempted to get some “after” photos that show the brightness.

Backroad high beam

Backroad low beam

Highway high beam

Highway low beam

Fun Fact

The “Flying Squirrel” motorcycle, developed by Alfred Scott in the early 1900’s, was a two-stroke
sports bike with a low center of gravity allowing it to skim over the ground and break many speed
records.
The flying squirrel animal is known for its ability to quickly glide over low ground.
Wasn’t this a clever name for such a quick and nimble motorcycle?

Just for Grins
Submitted by Nicole Lynch:

Submitted by Jason Zerbini:

Look
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Quote for Thought
“I took a walk in the woods, and came up taller than the trees.”
~Henry David Thoreau

helmets!

AMCA ALLEGHENY MOUNTAIN CHAPTER, INC.

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
STATUS: Please check one. New Member __________Renewal _________
NATIONAL AMCA MEMBERSHIP NUMBER (required before local chapter membership
can be accepted) _______________
NAME:________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS:______________________________________________________________
CITY:__________________________________________________________________
ZIP:____________________ TELEPHONE:__________________________________
E MAIL:_________________________________
Please return your application with $5 annual dues to:
Joseph Baird, Treasurer
Allegheny Mountain Chapter, Inc.
921 Carlisle St.
Natrona Heights, PA 15065-1013
Once we have confirmed your status as a current National AMCA member, you will receive a
membership card by return mail and will be added to our - mail or regular mailing lists. Thank
you for joining.

